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PUBLISHER’S NOTE
A New Era
With the past two years (well, almost two years) of pandemic publishing behind us, it is time for some very good news.
On behalf of myself and my business partners, I am delighted to
announce that beginning January 2022, Jen Gauthier will become the
publisher of Greystone Books, where she will run the day-to-day publishing programs of Greystone’s adult list and Greystone Kids.
We are fortunate to have an extremely good team involved in all
aspects of our programs—young people with a forward-thinking vision
and nonstop creative energy. It is absolutely time that this group be
led by a new generation. Jen Gauthier is the right person to provide
that leadership, which will ensure that the company continues to be
successful and that the program reaches new heights for many years
to come.
Jen’s time with Greystone goes back to 2005, when she was part of
the marketing team at Douglas & McIntyre, which owned the imprint
Greystone Books. When Greystone went out on its own eight years
ago, Jen was one of the key people I wanted to help get the new entity
off the ground. The company today owes so much to Jen’s commitment and strength; I am extremely pleased that Jen is moving into this
new role, where I know she will have the ear and support of the entire
team.
This note is about Jen and the team, but I also want to say that I
will not be stepping aside completely. I will take advantage of Jen’s
presence and Greystone’s stability to address a number of opportunities in front of us.
A new era begins, and we are well positioned for an exciting future.

Rob Sanders | Founding Publisher and CEO

Greystone Books is committed to reducing our environmental footprint in
our production and supply chain. We print on paper that meets international
standards set by globally recognized organizations that certify paper products
sourced with socially responsible and environmentally friendly methods.

The Greatest Polar
Expedition of All Time
The Arctic Mission to the Epicenter of Climate Change
Markus Rex
Translated by Sar ah Pybus

the

Gr e at e s t
P ol a r
e x P e di t ion
of a l l t i m e
the a r c t i c M i s s i o n to the

e p i c e n t e r of cliMate change

M arkus rex
Adventure, suspense, and cutting-edge
climate research meet in this gripping account of
the biggest ever Arctic science mission.
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Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-77164-948-3
Ebook also available
6 × 9 • 296 pages
B&W photos throughout,
8-page color insert
Rights held: World English
Author HOME: Bochum, Germany
Translator HOME: U.K.
Science / Global Warming &
Climate Change / Adventure
Published in partnership with
the David Suzuki Institute
Canada May 2022 • $34.95
U.S. May 2022 • $28.95
U.K. May 2022 • £18.99

Atmospheric scientist Markus Rex offers a thrilling account of the
world-famous Arctic expedition he captained for one year. Beginning in 2019,
the MOSAiC project—spearheaded by the Alfred Wegener Institute’s Helmholtz
Centre for Polar and Marine Research—was a monumental undertaking. Hundreds
of scientists from over eighty institutes around the world set out to research climate change in the central Arctic year round—and to predict how it will evolve in
the future. Rex begins with life aboard the Polarstern, a powerful icebreaker ship
that is frozen into the ice and carried across the Arctic by the Transpolar Drift.
Away from the rest of the world, the team faces terrifying storms, cracking ice
floes, frostbite, and quarantines as COVID-19 sweeps the globe.
But there are heartwarming moments, too, like Christmas parties on the ice
and polar bears playing with scientific equipment like puppies. Rex also muses
on expeditions past, such as the Franklin expedition, and Fridtjof Nansen’s Fram
expedition, which he follows as a guide. Interweaving history, science, and
memoir, The Greatest Polar Expedition of All Time is a page-turner about the
teamwork it takes to complete a risky goal, all in the name of understanding—and
combating—the climate crisis.

Markus Rex is the head of atmospheric research at the Alfred Wegener
•

Big mouth mailing
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International media coverage
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Library and bookseller marketing

•

Cross-promotion with MOSAiC project
participants

Institute’s Helmholtz Centre for Polar and Marine Research, and a professor of
atmospheric physics at the University of Potsdam. He has taken part in numerous
expeditions to the Arctic, Antarctica, and other remote regions of the world to
research the complex processes that can lead to dramatic changes in the climate.
He heads the MOSAiC project, a unique research collaboration by over eighty
institutes from twenty countries.
MOSAiC A rctic

Also of interest:
Frozen in Time
The Fate of the
Franklin Expedition
Owen Beattie and
John Geiger
978-1-77164-173-9 • PBK
$24.95 CAN, $18.95 U.S.

Erebus
One Ship, Two Epic
Voyages, and the Greatest
Naval Mystery of All Time
Michael Palin
978-177164-441-9 • HC
$28.95 U.S.
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Forest Walking
Discovering the Trees and Woodlands of North America
Peter Wohlleben and Jane Billinghurst
“This book will fast-track you into the joys of spending time amongst
the trees and their rich communities.” Richard Louv, author of Our Wild Calling

and Last Child in the Woods
Awaken your senses and learn how to be a forest detective—with Peter
Wohlleben, New York Times bestselling author of The Hidden Life of Trees.

When you walk in the woods, do you use all five senses to explore your

Paperback
ISBN 978-1-77164-331-3
Ebook also available
5.25 × 8.5 • 240 pages
B&W photos, 1 map
Rights held: North America, English
Author HOME: Hümmel, Germany
(Wohlleben); Anacortes, Washington
(Billinghurst)
Nature & Environment / Science
Canada April 2022 • $24.95
U.S. April 2022 • $18.95
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Big mouth mailing
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International media coverage
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Online and print advertising

•

Influencer outreach

•

Library marketing

surroundings? For most of us, the answer is no—but when we do, a walk in the
woods can go from pleasant to immersive and restorative. Forest Walking teaches
you how to get the most out of your next adventure by becoming a forest detective, using taste, touch, smell, sound, and sight to decode nature’s signs and
awaken to the ancient past and thrilling present of the ecosystem around you.
Jane Billinghurst and Peter Wohlleben share experiences and observations
from visiting forests across North America: from the rainforests and redwoods of
the west coast to the towering white pines of the east, and down to the cypress
swamps of the south and up to the boreal forests of the north.

Peter Wohlleben is one of the world’s most notable foresters and a passionate
advocate for tree conservation. Wohlleben lives in Germany, where he manages
an ecologically conscious forest and runs a forest academy for education and
advocacy. His books are bestsellers in countries around the world.
PeterWohlleben

peter_wohlleben

Jane Billinghurst is a nature lover, master gardener, editor, translator, and
author of six books. She has translated and edited several books by Peter Wohlleben, including the New York Times bestseller The Hidden Life of Trees. She lives
in Anacortes, Washington, next to 2,800 acres of community forest lands.
JBillinghurst

Also of interest:
The Heartbeat of Trees
Embracing Our
Ancient Bond With
Forests and Nature
Peter Wohlleben
978-1-77164-689-5 • HC
$32.95 CAN, $26.95 U.S.,
£19.99 U.K.
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The Hidden Life of Trees
What They Feel, How They
Communicate—Discoveries
From a Secret World
Peter Wohlleben
978-1-77164-248-4 • HC
$29.95 CAN, $24.95 U.S.,
£16.99 U.K.

The Hidden Kingdom of Fungi
Exploring the Microscopic World in Our Forests, Homes, and Bodies
Keith Seifert
Foreword by Rob Dunn

An eye-opening, singularly authoritative book about the
hidden kingdom of fungi, whose secrets changed our world forever.

Keith Seifert has always been on the front lines of the most exciting research

Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-77164-662-8
Ebook also available
5.5 × 8.5 • 288 pages
17 B&W drawings
Rights held: World, all languages
Author HOME: Ottawa, ON
Nature & Environment / Science
Canada May 2022 • $34.95
U.S. May 2022 • $27.95
U.K. July 2022 • £18.99
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about fungi. In his passionate debut, the mycologist invites us to see this stunning
world with our own eyes. He explains that yeasts, molds, and lichens are closer
relatives with humans than they are with plants, and share almost a quarter of
our genes. He reveals how fungi live, unseen by most of us, in the air we breathe
and the dust beneath our feet. In vivid passages, Seifert describes how fungi are
essential to all life on Earth: they liberate the carbon in plants for the use of all
organisms, help transmit information between trees, and produce life-changing
medicine. They add umami flavor and B vitamins to our food and ferment beers
and wines. And yet fungal diseases lead to over one million deaths each year. How
can we strike a better balance with our microbial cousins? The Hidden Kingdom of
Fungi urges us to better understand our complex relationship with fungi—and to
plan our future with them in mind.

Keith Seifert spent more than forty years studying fungi on five continents. At
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, he did research on microscopic fungi from
farms, forests, food, and the built environment, to reduce toxins and diseases
affecting plants and animals. He was president of the International Mycological
Association, an executive editor of Mycologia, and associate editor of several other
scientific journals. He lives near Ottawa, Canada.
Dr. Rob Dunn is professor of applied ecology at North Carolina State University.
He’s the author of several books about species we rarely consider, including
Delicious, Never Home Alone, and the forthcoming A Natural History of the
Future. He’s written for Scientific American, Smithsonian, and National
Geographic, and regularly advocates for citizen science.
RRobDunn

your_wildlife

Also of interest:
The Hidden Life of Trees
What They Feel, How They
Communicate—Discoveries
From a Secret World
Peter Wohlleben
978-1-77164-248-4 • HC
$29.95 CAN, $24.95 U.S.,
£16.99 U.K.

The Secret Wisdom
of Nature
Trees, Animals, and the
Extraordinary Balance of All
Living Things—Stories From
Science and Observation
Peter Wohlleben
978-1-77164-388-7 • hc
$29.95 CAN, $24.95 U.S.
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A Trillion Trees
Restoring Our Forests by Trusting in Nature
Fred Pearce
“Essential reading for the twenty-first century.” Ben Rawlence, author of The Treeline
“We should all read Fred̓ s book. He tells us in a practical and most
readable way how we can bring back the forests of the Earth and restore
our planet to health.” James Lovelock, author of A Rough Ride to the Future
“Stirring and surprising… leaps from country to country, from case study to case
study, in a manner reminiscent of Elizabeth Kolbert’s The Sixth Extinction... If you
care about the future of the planet, you have to read this book.” The Times (U.K.)
Natural history, adventure travel, and field reporting collide in this
powerful book that charts the decline and recovery of the world’s forests—
and offers a provocative argument for their survival.

In A Trillion Trees , veteran environmental journalist Fred Pearce takes
Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-77164-940-7
Ebook also available
6 × 9 • 344 pages
2 B&W maps
Rights held: North America, English
Author HOME:
London, U.K.
Nature & Environment / Science
Canada April 2022 • $36.95
U.S. April 2022 • $28.95

readers on a whirlwind journey to woodlands around the world, including the
remote cloud forests of Ecuador, the remains of a forest civilization in Nigeria,
a mystifying mountain peak in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean, and the boreal
forests of western Canada and the United States, where devastating wildfires are
linked to suppressing the natural fire cycles of forests and the maintenance practices of Indigenous peoples. In each environment, Pearce charts the extraordinary
pace of forest destruction, and explores why some are beginning to recover. He also
interviews the people who traditionally live and depend on these forests: Indigenous peoples in North America, Nepalese hill dwellers, Kenyan farmers, and West
African sawyers. They show him that forests are as much human landscapes as they
are natural paradises. The lives of humans are now imprinted in their ecology. At
the heart of Pearce’s investigation is a provocative argument: planting more trees
isn’t the answer to declining forests. If given room and left to their own devices,
forests and the people who live in them will fight back to restore their own domain.

•

Big mouth mailing

•

International media coverage

Fred Pearce is a freelance author and journalist based in the U.K. who has

•

Online and print advertising

•

Influencer outreach

•

Library marketing

reported from over sixty countries. He is an environmental consultant for the New
Scientist, a contributing writer for publications including The Guardian, Washington Post, and Yale Environment 360, and the author of numerous books, including
The Land Grabbers and When the Rivers Run Dry.

Also of interest:
Hope Matters
Why Changing the Way We
Think Is Critical to Solving
the Environmental Crisis
Elin Kelsey
978-1-77164-777-9 • PBK
$22.95 CAN, $17.95 U.S.,
£16.99 U.K.
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Vanishing Fish
Shifting Baselines and the
Future of Global Fisheries
Daniel Pauly
978-1-77164-398-6 • HC
$34.95 CAN, $29.95 U.S.,
£18.99 U.K.

Tree Thieves
Crime and Survival in North America’s Woods
Lyndsie Bourgon
“Bourgon vividly captures a hidden cat-and-mouse game playing out in some of
the world's most iconic forests.” Sarah Berman, author of Don’t Call It a Cult: The

Shocking Story of Keith Raniere and the Women of NXIVM
A fast-paced investigation into timber poaching that reveals why
stealing trees has become a billion-dollar industry.

Deep in the thickets of North America’s most ancient woodland, timber poach-

Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-77164-719-9
Ebook also available
6 × 9 • 304 pages
Rights held: Canada, English
Author HOME: Clearwater, BC
Nature & Environment / Science
Published in partnership with
the David Suzuki Institute
Canada June 2022 • $36.95

•

International public relations campaign
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Extensive print and electronic galley
distribution
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Influencer outreach
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Digital advertising

•

Cross-promotion with author’s follower
base

ers are felling some of the last remaining old-growth on our continent. Redwoods,
cedar, and Douglas fir trees are all victims of poaching. Sold on the black market,
they end up in our homes as furniture, souvenirs, and firewood. Stealing timber
is a lucrative crime: the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service values stolen timber at
$1 billion annually. A community forest in Western Canada experienced so much
poaching in 2020 it was declared an “epidemic.”
Starting in northern California, Tree Thieves follows a group of poachers into
the backwoods of the Pacific Northwest, tracking cases of timber poaching from
crime to market. In a story rooted in the materials of our everyday life, National
Geographic Explorer Lyndsie Bourgon contextualizes poaching as a side effect of
unemployment and deep poverty. In her page-turning and compassionate account,
Bourgon opens our eyes to why a person might choose to endanger the ancient,
wild landscapes we have worked so hard to protect.

Lyndsie Bourgon is a writer, oral historian, and National Geographic Explorer.
Her work has appeared in The Atlantic, National Geographic, The Guardian,
Smithsonian, and Oxford American. Tree Thieves is her first book.
lbourgon

Also of interest:
Feasting Wild
In Search of the Last
Untamed Food
Gina Rae La Cerva
978-1-77164-533-1 • HC
$32.95 CAN, $26.95 U.S.,
£18.99 U.K.

Angry Weather
Heat Waves, Floods,
Storms, and the New
Science of Climate Change
Friederike Otto
978-1-77164-614-7 • hc
$32.95 CAN, $26.95 U.S.,
£18.99 U.K.
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The Carbon Footprint of Everything
Mike Berners-Lee
A Revised and Updated Edition of How Bad Are Bananas?
Praise for the previous edition:

“I canʼt remember the last time I read a book that was more fascinating and
useful and enjoyable.” Bill Bryson, author of A Short History of Nearly Everything
“A page-turner for the climate conscious.” Publishers Weekly
Winner of the Green Book Festival Award

An award-winning guide to reducing your personal carbon footprint,
one dollar (and Bitcoin) at a time.

Originally published as How Bad Are Bananas? in 2011, The Carbon

Rights held: North America, English

Footprint of Everything was the first book to help readers reduce their personal
carbon footprint every day. Now, internationally renowned carbon consultant
Mike Berners-Lee has done it again—and made it even better.
Like the original, this revised and expanded edition breaks items down by the
amount of carbon they produce, creating a calorie guide for the carbon-conscious.
Among many extensive updates, this edition includes new carbon calculations
based on recent research, considers the impact of the pandemic on the carbon
battle, and adds items he didn’t consider a decade ago, like Bitcoin and
supply chain disruptions. Supported by solid research, cross-referenced
with other expert sources, illustrated with easy-to-follow charts and graphs,
and written with Berners-Lee’s trademark sense of humor, the revised edition
of The Carbon Footprint of Everything, like its predecessor, is destined to
become a bestseller.

Author HOME: Lancaster, U.K.

Mike Berners-Lee is a leading expert in carbon footprinting and the author of

Science / Global Warming &
Climate Change

several books. He is a professor and fellow of the Institute for Social Futures at
Lancaster University and director and principal consultant of Small World Consulting, based in the Lancaster Environment Centre. He lives in Lancaster, U.K.

Paperback
ISBN 978-1-77164-576-8
ISBN for previous edition
(How Bad Are Bananas?):
978-1-55365-831-3
Ebook also available
5.5 × 8.5 • 312 pages
B&W figures, tables,
and charts throughout

Canada April 2022 • $24.95
U.S. April 2022 • $18.95
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Online and print advertising
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•

Library marketing

MikeBernersLee

Also of interest:
Just Cool It!
The Climate Crisis and
What We Can Do
David Suzuki and
Ian Hanington
978-1-77164-259-0 • PBK
$24.95 CAN, $18.95 U.S.
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Hope Matters
Why Changing the Way We
Think Is Critical to Solving
the Environmental Crisis
Elin Kelsey
978-1-77164-777-9 • PBK
$22.95 CAN, $17.95 U.S.

Purr
THE

Purr
The Science of Making Your Cat Happy
Zazie Todd
Foreword by Pam Johnson-Bennet t
“A digestible mixture of science summaries, expert opinions, anecdotes about

SCIENCE

Zazie’s cats, and practical tips. Purr is definitely a book your cat would want you to

OF MAKING

read!” Dr. Sarah Ellis, co-author of The Trainable Cat and head of Cat Advocacy, Interna-

YOUR CAT
HAPPY

ZAZIE TODD
Foreword by Pam Johnson-Bennett

tional Cat Care
Cat people, rejoice! Finally, a fun-to-read yet science-based book about
cat behavior that explains how to keep your cat healthy and happy.

We all love our cats, and we all want them to be happy. But making our cats
happy isn’t about buying them lots of things. It’s about finding out what matters
to them—and this book shows you how, with the science to back it up. Addressing
every stage of your cat’s life, animal behavior expert Zazie Todd has advice for even
the most experienced cat owner, including how to:

Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-77164-814-1
Ebook also available
6 × 9 • 288 pages
10 B&W photos

•

enrich your cat’s life through play, diet, and exercise

•

train your cat without causing harm

•

provide for special needs like asthma

•

reduce anxiety and fear around trips to the vet

Rights held: World English

•

make senior cats comfortable

•

and so much more

Author HOME: Maple Ridge, BC
Pets / Science

Todd demystifies the feline-human relationship so you can form a special bond
based on your cat’s unique needs—all while learning lots and having fun.

Canada May 2022 • $32.95

Zazie Todd loves nothing better than helping people with their pets. She is

U.S. May 2022 • $26.95

the creator of Companion Animal Psychology, an award-winning blog about animal science and care. Todd has a PhD in psychology and an Advanced Certificate
in Feline Behaviour from International Cat Care. Her acclaimed book about dog
behavior, Wag, was featured in the New York Times, Slate, and People magazine.
Todd lives in Maple Ridge, BC, with her husband, a dog, and two cats.

U.K. June 2022 • £18.99
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Big mouth mailing
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International media coverage
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Online and print advertising
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•

Library marketing

CompAnimalPsych

zazietodd

Pam Johnson-Bennet t is a pioneer of cat behavior consulting and the bestselling author of eight books about cat behavior and training, including Think Like a
Cat. She owns Cat Behavior Associates in Nashville, Tennessee.
ThinkLikeaCat

thinklikeacat

Also of interest:
Wag
The Science of Making
Your Dog Happy
Zazie Todd
978-1-77164-379-5 • PBK
$26.95 CAN, $19.95 U.S.,
£16.99 U.K.

Arthur
The Dog Who Crossed the
Jungle to Find a Home
Mikael Lindnord
978-1-77164-337-5 • hc
$29.95 CAN, $24.95 U.S.
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Reading the Water
Fly Fishing, Fatherhood, and Finding Strength in Nature
Mark Hume
“This is glorious ... truly brilliant.”

Roy MacGregor, award-winning author of A Life in the Bush
“Reading this book I found myself feeling more hopeful ... Not just
about the environment, but importantly, about men as fathers.”

Sandy Shreve, author of Suddenly, So Much and Waiting for the Albatross
A unique and radiant memoir about fatherhood, mortality,
fly fishing, and nature.

Fishing was Mark Hume’s passion since he was a young boy, a lifeline through

Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-77164-569-0
Ebook also available
5.5 × 8.5 • 288 pages
Rights held: World, all languages
Author HOME: Vancouver, BC
Nature / Biography & Memoir
Canada May 2022 • $34.95
U.S. May 2022 • $27.95
U.K. June 2022 • £18.99
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Big mouth mailing
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Online and print advertising
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Library marketing
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Local author events

a childhood marked by impermanence. When he became a father, he knew he
wanted to pass on his love of fishing and the natural world to his daughters. Most
of all, he wanted to give them hope for their future even as they were growing
up during an ever-worsening climate crisis. As soon as they were old enough, he
taught them how to read the water and see the patterns in nature. He showed
them how to cast, how to catch fish and release them, and—only when needed—
how to kill them. He discovered that fly fishing and fatherhood require many of
the same skills: patience, flexibility, and the knowledge of when to reel in and
when to let go.
Illuminating and heartfelt, Reading the Water is a much-needed, positive story
about a father raising daughters, and a meditation on finding strength in a deep
connection with the natural world.

Mark Hume is an award-winning environmental journalist and the author of
four books, including the acclaimed River of the Angry Moon. He was formerly
a national correspondent and columnist with the Globe and Mail, the BC bureau
chief for the National Post, and a senior correspondent with the Vancouver Sun.
Based in Vancouver, he has fly fished in British Columbia for fifty years.
themarkhume

Also of interest:
Trout School
Lessons From a
Fly-Fishing Master
Mark Hume
with Mo Bradley
978-1-77164-416-7 • PBK
$22.95 CAN, $18.95 U.S.
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In Praise of Paths
Walking Through
Time and Nature
Torbjørn Ekelund
978-1-77164-495-2 • HC
$29.95 CAN, $24.95 U.S.,
£16.99 U.K.

new in paperback

In Praise of Paths
Walking Through Time and Nature
Torbjørn Ekelund
Foreword by Geoff Nichol son
Translated by Beck y L. Crook

“What [Ekelund is] addressing is the intention to walk one’s way to meaning:
the walk as spiritual exercise, a kind of vision quest … A key strategy for finding
ourselves, then, is to first get lost.” New York Times Book Review
“A charming read, celebrating the relationship between humans and their
bodies, their landscapes, and one another.” Washington Post
“This lovely book taps into something primeval in us all.” Star Tribune
“[Urges] a return to our ambulatory origins. Never low on zeal.”

Wall Street Journal
Paperback
ISBN 978-1-77164-995-7
Ebook also available
5.25 × 7.5 • 240 pages
Rights held: World English
Author HOME: Oslo, Norway
Translator HOME: USA

“[Ekelund] invites his readers to join him on his chosen path, a path that
involves regular walking with careful mindfulness. This is an invitation we
should all accept.” Vancouver Sun
An ode to paths and the journeys we take through nature, as told by a gifted
writer who stopped driving and rediscovered the joys of traveling by foot.

Norwegian writer Torbjørn Ekelund started to walk everywhere after an epi-

Canada May 2022 • $22.95

lepsy diagnosis stopped him from driving. The more he ventured out, the more he
came to love the act of walking, and an interest in paths emerged. In this poignant
book, Ekelund interweaves the literature and history of paths with his own stories
from the trail.

U.S. May 2022 • $17.95

Torbjørn Ekelund is an outdoor enthusiast, writer, author, and co-founder

U.K. June 2022 • £12.99

of the online magazine Harvest, where he writes about wilderness adventures
and our relationship with nature. He is also the author of A Year in the Woods.
He lives in Oslo, Norway.

Memoir & Biography /
Nature & Environment
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Digital and print advertising
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Influencer outreach

•
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•

Independent bookstore outreach

Geoff Nicholson is the author of many books of fiction and nonfiction,
including The Miranda, Bleeding London, and The Lost Art of Walking.
He divides his time between Los Angeles, California, and Essex, U.K.
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The Hiking Book From Hell
Are K alvø
Translated by Lucy Moffat t

“A funny and relatable memoir about the uncanny and eventually
irresistible pull of the great outdoors, even on those of us who thought we
were inoculated by big city sensibilities, irony, and impractical footwear.”

Charles Demers, comedian and author
Jim Gaffigan meets Cheryl Strayed in this blisteringly funny memoir about
the call of the wild, from one of Scandinavia’s top comedians.

Sometime around his forties , Are Kalvø starts losing his friends … to the

Rights held: World English

mountains. Friends who used to meet him at the pub are now hiking and skiing
every weekend, and when they do show up, all they talk about is feeling at one
with nature (without a hint of irony). When Kalvø realizes he’s the only person
who hasn’t posted a selfie on a mountain, he starts to wonder: does he have it all
wrong? To find out, he buys some ridiculously expensive gear and heads into the
woods. The result of Kalvø’s sardonic trek is this fantastic double-edged sword of
a book: at once a smart and funny take-down of outdoors culture, and a reluctant
surrender to nature’s undeniable pull. An adventure, a comedy, and a tragedy,
The Hiking Book From Hell is destined to become a nature writing (and nature
hating) classic.

Author HOME: Oslo, Norway

Are K alvø is one of Norway’s leading comedians and satirists and has worked

Translator HOME: Norway

in stand-up for over twenty-five years. He has produced prize-winning musicals, reviews, an opera, and almost a dozen books. He often writes about things
he doesn’t know much about. This is the first time that he is also writing about
something he doesn’t understand.

Paperback
ISBN 978-1-77164-585-0
Ebook also available
6 × 9 • 328 pages

Humor / Biography & Memoir /
SPORTS & RECREATION
Canada May 2022 • $24.95
U.S. May 2022 • $18.95

Are_Kalvo

Are_Kalvo

U.K. May 2022 • £12.99

•

Big mouth mailing

•

International media coverage

•

Online and print advertising

•

Influencer outreach

•

Library marketing

Also of interest:
What the Psychic Told
the Pilgrim
A Midlife Misadventure on
Spain’s Camino de Santiago
de Compostela
Jane Christmas
978-1-55365-240-3 • PBK
$21.95 CAN
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A Year In the Woods
Twelve Small Journeys
Into Nature
Torbjørn Ekelund
978-1-77164-512-6 • HC
$32.95 CAN, $26.95 U.S.,
£16.99 U.K.

Muddy People
A Muslim Coming of Age
Sara El Sayed
“Sara El Sayed has written a book both confident and delicate that
will leave you eagerly awaiting her next. Read this!” Mona Eltahawy,

author of The Seven Necessary Sins for Women and Girls
“Like the best kind of cake: warm, sweet, a bit nutty—and made with so
much love.” Alice Pung, author of Growing Up Asian in Australia
A quick, clever, and warmhearted debut memoir about growing up in
an Egyptian Muslim family in a Western country.

Sar a is growing up in a family with a lot of rules. Her mother tells her

Paperback
ISBN 978-1-77164-997-1
Ebook also available
5.5 × 8.5 • 256 pages
Rights held: World English (excl. ANZ)
Author HOME: Brisbane, Australia
Memoir / Immigration /
FAMILY & RELATIONSHIPS
Canada June 2022 • $24.95
U.S. June 2022 • $18.95
U.K. June 2022 • £12.99

•

Big mouth mailing

•

International media coverage

•

Online and print advertising

•

Influencer outreach

•

Library marketing

she’s not allowed to wear a bikini, her father tells her she’s not allowed to drink
alcohol, and her grandmother tells her to never trust a man with her money.
Having left Egypt when she was only six years old, Sara feels out of place in
her new school. Her father refuses to buy his coworkers a ginger beer, thinking
it contains alcohol. Her mother refuses to wear a hijab, even though it would
help them connect with other local Muslims. And Sara learns what it feels like
to have a crush on a boy, that some classmates are better friends than others, and
that her parents don’t always know what’s best for her, despite how much they
love her.
For readers of Patricia Lockwood’s Priestdaddy and Michelle Zauner’s
Crying in H Mart, this hilarious and heartwarming book about family and
identity introduces a compelling new voice, which will speak to everyone who’s
ever struggled to figure out where they belong.

Sar a El Sayed is a writer and sessional academic working at the Queensland
University of Technology. El Sayed is a recipient of a Queensland Writers Fellowship, and she was shortlisted for the 2020 Queensland Premier’s Young Publishers
and Writers Award and the 2019 Richell Prize for Emerging Writers. Born in Egypt,
El Sayed now resides in Brisbane, Australia.
sarakelsayed

sarakelsayed

Also of interest:
Mennonite Valley Girl
A Wayward Coming of Age
Carla Funk
978-1-77164-515-7 • HC
$32.95 CAN, $26.95 U.S.

Diary of a Young Naturalist
Dara McAnulty
978-1-77164-869-1 • HC
$29.95 CAN
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new in paperback

How to Catch a Mole
Wisdom From a Life Lived in Nature
Marc Hamer
An Indie Next Pick

“Hands down the most charming book I read last year.”

Margaret Renkl, New York Times columnist
“A small book of many things. In quiet, crystalline prose, it blends memoir,
keen observations of nature, and ruminations about life, aging, and death.”

Wall Street Journal
“A beautiful, elegiac ode to a remarkable creature. Each page is filled with
wonder, love, regret, humility, and a sense of wonder (and oneness) with
nature.” Washington Post
“Soars on the plain-spoken yet eloquent observations of its author.”

Toronto Star
Paperback
ISBN 978-1-77164-994-0
Ebook also available
5.25 × 7.5 • 208 pages
Rights held: North America, English
Author HOME: Cardiff, Wales
Memoir & Biography / Gardening /
Nature & Environment
Canada June 2022 • $22.95
U.S. June 2022 • $17.95

•

Digital and print advertising

•

Influencer outreach

•

Social media campaign

•

Independent bookstore outreach

“Informative and effortlessly readable ... Ultimately a reflection on humanity’s
fraught but sustaining relationship with nature.” Publishers Weekly
At once a highly original memoir and an ode to the mole, this unexpected—and
delightfully strange—book reveals, at its core, a rare vision of the natural world:
as an essential and precious source of sorrow and joy.

Marc Hamer is a humble gardener with the heart of a poet and the mind of a
philosopher. In this peaceful memoir, he shares how, from boyhood into old age,
he has lived with, and not against, nature. How his proximity to soil, sun, and
shade has unleashed the greatest joys and profoundest sorrows of his life. And
how our humanity is inextricably linked to the natural world, so we should have
the good sense to leave it alone.

Marc Hamer was born in Manchester and has lived in Wales for thirty years.
After spending a period homeless, then working on the railway, he returned to
education and studied fine art. He worked in art galleries, marketing, and graphic
design, was a magazine editor, and taught creative writing in Cardiff Prison,
before becoming a gardener and molecatcher. His books, in addition to How to
Catch a Mole, include Seed to Dust.
marchamerauthor
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marchamerauthor

new in paperback

The Reign of Wolf 21
The Saga of Yellowstone’s Legendary Druid Pack
Rick McInt yre
Foreword by Marc Bekoff

Book two in the award-winning Alpha Wolves of Yellowstone series
Winner of the 2021 Reading the West Book Award—Best Narrative Nonfiction

“A redemption story, an adventure story, and perhaps above all, a love story.”

Nate Blakeslee, New York Times bestselling author of American Wolf
“Like Thomas McNamee, David Mech, Barry Lopez, and other literary naturalists
with an interest in wolf behavior, McIntyre writes with both elegance and flair.
Fans of wild wolves will eat this one up.” Kirkus (starred review)
“If ever there was a ‘perfect’ wolf, it was Wolf 21. He lived an outsized life, more
like an action hero than a real creature. And no one knew him better than master
storyteller Rick McIntyre.” Carl Safina, author of Becoming Wild
Paperback
ISBN 978-1-77164-996-4
Ebook also available
5.25 × 7.5 • 272 pages
6 B&W maps, 8-page color insert
Rights held: World, all languages
Rights Sold: China Simplified, Spain
Author HOME: Silver Gate, Montana

The breathtaking firsthand account of two Yellowstone wolves and their
remarkable bond.

Legendary wolf writer Rick McIntyre profiles Yellowstone’s most revered
alpha male in this gripping—and much beloved—book. Wolf 21 was known for his
unwavering bravery, his unusual benevolence (unlike other alphas, he never killed
a defeated rival), and his fierce commitment to his mate, the formidable Wolf 42.

Rick McInt yre , a retired National Park ranger, has spent more time observ-

U.S. April 2022 • $17.95

ing and documenting wolves in the wild than anyone. He has watched wolves in
America’s national parks for more than forty years, including twenty-five in
Yellowstone, where he has accumulated over 100,000 wolf sightings and educated
the public about the park’s famous wolves. He lives in Silver Gate, Montana.

U.K. May 2022 • £12.99

Marc Bekoff is professor emeritus of ecology and evolutionary biology at the

Nature & Environment
Canada April 2022 • $24.95

•

Digital and print advertising

•

Influencer outreach

•

Social media campaign

•

Independent bookstore outreach

University of Colorado, Boulder, and co-founder with Jane Goodall of Ethologists
for the Ethical Treatment of Animals.
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The Healthy Baby Gut Guide
Prevent Allergies, Build Immunity and Strengthen
Microbiome Health From Day One
Dr. Vincent Ho
A science-based guide to preventing children’s allergies and
optimizing their gut health. Includes a nine-week meal plan for safely
introducing commonly allergenic foods.

Children’s allergies such as asthma, peanut allergies, and hay fever are

Paperback
ISBN 978-1-77164-885-1
Ebook also available
6 × 9 • 232 pages
Rights held: North America, English
Author HOME: Sydney, Australia
Health & Wellness / Science /
PARENTING

constant anxieties for many parents, and sometimes allergies have devastating
consequences. But what if there was a way to prevent allergies from the start?
What if early lifestyle changes could change your child’s life? In The Healthy
Baby Gut Guide, leading gastroenterologist Dr. Vincent Ho lays out a simple yet
effective plan for optimizing your baby’s gut health in the first 1,000 days after
conception. Dr. Ho shares sensible advice, surprising scientific discoveries from
the exploding medical field of gut health, and a nutritionist-approved nine-week
infant meal plan. Practical, easy-to-follow, and eye-opening, this book is essential
reading for every parent and parent-to-be.

Dr. Vincent Ho is a clinical academic gastroenterologist and senior lecturer at
Western Sydney University’s School of Medicine. He is also a practicing gastroenterologist and a frequent contributor to The Conversation, where his articles have
been viewed over five million times. He lives in Sydney, Australia.
gutdrofficial

gutdrofficial

Canada June 2022 • $24.95
U.S. June 2022 • $18.95

•

Big mouth mailing

•

International media coverage

•

Online and print advertising

•

Influencer outreach

•

Library marketing

Also of interest:
Gut (Revised Edition)
The Inside Story of
Our Body’s Most
Underrated Organ
Giulia Enders
Illustrated by Jill Enders
978-1-77164-376-4 • PBK
$19.95 CAN, $17.95 U.S.
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Let Them Eat Dirt
Saving Our Children From
an Oversanitized World
B. Brett Finlay, PhD, and
Marie-Claire Arrieta , PhD
978-1-77164-254-5 • PBK
$19.95 CAN

The Declaration of Interdependence
A Pledge to Planet Earth (Special 30th Anniversary Edition)
TARA CULLIS AND DAVID SUZUKI,
with R AFFI CAVOUKIAN, WADE DAVIS, AND GUUJAAW
Illustrated by Michael Nicoll Yahgul a anas

On the thirtieth anniversary of this heartfelt pledge to the planet comes
a beautifully designed new edition urging environmental stewardship
for a new generation.

“The Decl ar ation of Interdependence” —an enlightening creed and pas-

Hardcover
ISBN 978-1-77840-004-9
ISBN for previous edition:
978-1-55365-546-6
Ebook also available
5 × 8 • 80 pages
2-color illustrations throughout
Rights held: World English
Author HOME:
Vancouver, BC (Cullis & Suzuki)
Nature & Environment
Published in partnership with
the David Suzuki Institute

sionate call to action—was composed by David Suzuki and a team of activists
(including Wade Davis and Guujaaw) in anticipation of the United Nations’ Earth
Summit in 1992. This persuasive statement of environmental principles provides a
vision for the survival of the planet and directs humanity toward “a new politics
of hope” that supports connection and interdependence.
In this exquisitely designed edition celebrating the thirtieth anniversary of
this powerful creed, each phrase is strikingly illuminated by artist Michael Nicoll
Yahgulanaas.
With an inspiring essay by Suzuki and an informative afterword by Tara Cullis,
The Declaration of Interdependence celebrates the history and aspirations of an
environmental movement.

Tar a Cullis is an award-winning writer and co-founder and president of the
David Suzuki Foundation.

David Suzuki is an internationally renowned geneticist, environmentalist,
author of more than fifty books, and co-founder of the David Suzuki Foundation.

Michael Nicoll Yahgul ana as is an award-winning visual artist, author, and
speaker whose work is informed by his twenty years of political experience in the
Council of the Haida Nation. His books include the national bestsellers Flight of
the Hummingbird and RED: A Haida Manga.

Canada May 2022 • $20.00
U.S. May 2022 • $18.00

Also of interest:
Flight of the
Hummingbird
A Parable for the
Environment
Michael Yahgulanaas
978-1-55365-372-1 • hc
$18.00 CAN, $16.00 U.S.

The Legacy
An Elder's Vision for Our
Sustainable Future
David Suzuki
978-1-55365-570-1 • HC
$17.95 CAN, $12.99 U.S.
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Best Hikes and Nature Walks
With Kids In and Around
Southwestern British Columbia
Best Hikes
and

Stephen Hui
Foreword by Myia Antone

nature Walks
with

kids
In and around
SouthweStern
BrItISh ColumBIa

Stephen Hui
Foreword by

Myia antone

Paperback
ISBN 978-1-77164-597-3
Ebook also available
5.5 × 8.5 • 248 pages
115 full-color photos, 45 maps
Rights held: World, all languages
Author HOME: Vancouver, BC
Sports & Recreation
Canada May 2022 • $24.95
U.S. May 2022 • $18.95
•

Local TV and radio spots

•

Local print features

•

Parenting and hiking influencer campaign

•

Digital and print advertising

•

Author events

From bestselling hiking guidebook author (and dad) Stephen Hui
comes a collection of fun-filled hikes field-tested by parents and kids.

The best thing about hiking with kids is appreciating nature as a whole family.
But hiking with kids can be challenging when little ones get tired, cold, or hungry.
Stephen Hui carefully chooses trails for kids of a variety of ages and skill levels,
ranging in distance from 1.2 miles/2 kilometers (great for toddlers) to 7.5 miles/
12 kilometers (for older or energetic kids). All are easy to get to so kids have
more time to explore stops at suspension bridges, hollow trees, ghost towns,
beaches, lakes, and vistas. Each route features a clear reference map and fullcolor photos, plus:
•

a description of trail highlights

•

detailed directions to the trailhead

•

a snapshot of the best season, difficulty, length, high point, and elevation gain

•

a fun fact related to the plants, animals, or history of the trail

Stephen Hui has been hiking, backpacking, and scrambling for more than
twenty-five years and is the author of the bestselling 105 Hikes and Destination
Hikes. Born and based in Vancouver, Hui works for a foundation that advances
sustainable land use and serves as a director of the Wanderung Outdoor
Recreation Society.
@stephenhui

@stephenhui

The author will donate a portion of royalties to the Take a Hike Foundation.

Myia Antone is a member of the Sk-wx-wú7mesh Úxwumixw (Squamish Nation)

and the founder of Indigenous Women Outdoors. A Wilderness First Responder,
she has led canoe and hiking trips for Indigenous youth in BC and Yukon. She sits
on the board of directors for the Indigenous Life Sport Academy and is the youngest recipient of the Tim Jones Community Achievement Award.

Also of interest:
105 Hikes In and
Around Southwestern
British Columbia
Stephen Hui
978-1-77164-286-6 • PBK
$24.95 CAN, $18.95 U.S.
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Destination Hikes In
and Around Southwestern
British Columbia
Swimming Holes, Mountain
Peaks, Waterfalls, and More
Stephen Hui
978-1-77164-530-0 • pbk
$24.95 CAN, $18.95 U.S.

Highlights From
Greystone Kids Spring 2022

Wildflower

Nature Is an Artist

Drawing Outdoors

Melanie Brown

Jennifer Lavallee

Jairo Buitrago

The Youngest Sister
Suniyay Moreno

Illustrated by Sara Gillingham

Illustrated by Natalia Colombo

Illustrated by Rafael Yockteng

Illustrated by Mariana Chiesa

May 2022
978-1-77164-906-3 HC
$22.95 CAN / $17.95 U.S. /
£12.99 U.K.

978-1-77164-649-9 HC
May 2022
$22.95 CAN / $17.95 U.S. /
£12.99 U.K.

978-1-77164-847-9 HC (English)
978-1-77164-954-4 HC (Spanish)
May 2022
$22.95 CAN / $18.95 U.S. /
£12.99 U.K.

978-1-77164-875-2 HC
May 2022
$22.95 CAN / $18.95 U.S. /
£12.99 U.K.

An Aldana Libros Book

Available in English and Spanish
An Aldana Libros Book

Be the Change
Making a Difference in a
Messed-Up World—
Rob Greenfield’s Call to Kids

Rob Greenfield
and Antonia Banyard
978-1-77164-591-1 HC
April 2022
$24.95 CAN / $18.95 U.S. /
£12.99 U.K.

Tâpwê and
the Magic Hat
Buffy Sainte-Marie
Illustrated by
Michelle Alynn Clement
and Buffy Sainte-Marie

June 2022
978-1-77164-546-1 HC
$22.95 CAN / $17.95 U.S. /
£12.99 U.K.

I’s the B’y

The Curiosities

The Beloved Folk Song

Zana Fraillon

Illustrated by Lauren Soloy

Illustrated by Phil Lesnie

May 2022
978-1-77164-833-2 HC
$22.95 CAN / $18.95 U.S. /
£12.99 U.K.

June 2022
978-1-77840-008-7 HC
$22.95 CAN / $18.95 U.S.
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Highlighted Titles
Nature & Environment

The Heartbeat of Trees
Embracing Our Ancient Bond
With Forests and Nature
Peter Wohlleben
978-1-77164-689-5 HC
$32.95 CAN / $26.95 U.S. /
£19.99 U.K.

The Hidden Life of Trees
The Illustrated Edition
Peter Wohlleben
978-1-77164-348-1 HC
$45.00 CAN / $35.00 U.S. /
£25.00 U.K.

The Hidden Life of Trees
What They Feel, How They
Communicate—Discoveries
From a Secret World

The Inner Life of Animals
Love, Grief, and Compassion—
Surprising Observations of
a Hidden World

The Secret Wisdom of Nature
Trees, Animals, and the
Extraordinary Balance of All
Living Things

Peter Wohlleben

Peter Wohlleben

Peter Wohlleben

978-1-77164-248-4 HC
$29.95 CAN / $24.95 U.S. /
£16.99 U.K.

978-1-77164-301-6 HC
978-177164-802-8 PBK
$29.95 CAN / $24.95 U.S.

978-1-77164-388-7 hc
$29.95 CAN / $24.95 U.S.

A Year in the Woods
Twelve Small Journeys
Into Nature

In Praise of Paths
Walking Through Time
and Nature

The Redemption of Wolf 302
From Renegade to
Yellowstone Alpha Male

Torbjørn Ekelund

Torbjørn Ekelund

Rick McIntyre

978-1-77164-512-6 HC
$29.95 CAN / $24.95 U.S. /
£16.99 U.K.

978-1-77164-495-2 HC
978-1-77164-995-7 PBK
$29.95 CAN / $24.95 U.S. /
£16.99 U.K.

978-1-77164-527-0 HC
$34.95 CAN / $26.95 U.S. /
£18.99 U.K.

marc hamer
author of How to Catch a Mole

Life, Nature, aNd
a CouNtry GardeN

The Reign of Wolf 21
The Saga of Yellowstone’s
Legendary Druid Pack

The Rise of Wolf 8
Witnessing the Triumph of
Yellowstone’s Underdog

Rick McIntyre

Rick McIntyre

978-1-77164-524-9 HC
$34.95 CAN / $26.95 U.S. /
£18.99 U.K.

978-1-77164-780-9 PBK
$24.95 CAN / $17.95 U.S.
£12.99 U.K.
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Taming Fruit
How Orchards Have Transformed
the Land, Offered Sanctuary,
and Inspired Creativity

Seed to Dust
Life, Nature,
and a Country Garden

Bernd Brunner

978-1-77164-768-7 HC
$34.95 CAN / $26.95 U.S.

978-1-77164-407-5 HC
$39.95 CAN / $29.95 U.S. /
£24.99 U.K.

Marc Hamer

Highlighted Titles
Nature & Environment

How to Catch a Mole
Wisdom From a Life Lived
in Nature
Marc Hamer

Diary of a Young Naturalist
Dara McAnulty
978-1-77164-869-1 HC
$29.95 CAN

978-1-77164-479-2 HC
$29.95 CAN / $24.95 U.S.

Angry Weather
Heat Waves, Floods,
Storms, and the New Science
of Climate Change

Hope Matters
Why Changing the Way
We Think Is Critical to Solving
the Environmental Crisis

Friederike Otto

Elin Kelsey

978-1-77164-614-7 HC
$32.95 CAN / $26.95 U.S. /
£18.99 U.K.

978-1-77164-777-9 pbk
$22.95 CAN / $17.95 U.S. /
£14.99 U.K.

Memoir & Biography

Mennonite Valley Girl
A Wayward Coming of Age

Every Little Scrap and Wonder
A Small-Town Childhood

Letters to My Grandchildren
978-1-77164-234-7 pbk
$18.95 CAN / $16.95 U.S. /
£11.99 U.K.

David Suzuki

The Ocean’s Whistleblower
The Remarkable Life
and Work of Daniel Pauly

Carla Funk

Carla Funk

978-1-77164-515-7 HC
$32.95 CAN / $26.95 U.S. /
£19.99 U.K.

978-1-77164-466-2 HC
$29.95 CAN / $24.95 U.S. /
£16.99 U.K.

A Sailor, a Chicken,
an Incredible Voyage
The Seafaring Adventures
of Guirec and Monique

The Weight of Sand
My 450 Days Held Hostage
in the Sahara

Voice of Rebellion
How Mozhdah Jamalzadah
Brought Hope to Afghanistan

Buffy Sainte-Marie
The Authorized Biography

Edith Blais

Roberta Staley

Guirec Soudée

978-1-77164-909-4 HC
$34.95 CAN / $27.95 U.S. /
£18.99 U.K.

978-1-77164-413-6 HC
$32.95 CAN / $26.95 U.S. /
£18.99 U.K.

978-1-77164-358-0 HC
$36.00 CAN / $28.00 U.S. /
£20.00 U.K.

978-1-77164-704-5 HC
$34.95 CAN / $26.95 U.S. /
£18.99 U.K.

David Grémillet
978-1-77164-754-0 HC
$38.95 CAN / $29.95 U.S. /
£21.99 U.K.

Andrea Warner
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Highlighted Titles
Science & Health

The Diabetes Code
Prevent and Reverse Type 2
Diabetes Naturally
Dr. Jason Fung
978-1-77164-265-1 pbk
$22.95 CAN / $18.95 U.S. /
£14.99 U.K.

The PCOS Plan
Prevent and Reverse
Polycystic Ovary Syndrome
Through Diet and Fasting
Nadia Brito Pateguana, ND,
and Jason Fung, MD
978-1-77164-460-0 PBK
$24.95 CAN / $18.95 U.S. /
£14.99 U.K.

The Diabetes Code Cookbook
Delicious, Healthy, Low-Carb Recipes
to Manage Your Insulin and Prevent
and Reverse Type 2 Diabetes

The Obesity Code
Unlocking the Secrets
of Weight Loss

Dr. Jason Fung

978-1-77164-125-8 pbk
$22.95 CAN / $18.95 U.S.

978-1-77164-791-5 HC
6.95 CAN / $28.95 U.S. /
£19.99 U.K.

Gut (Revised Edition)
The Inside Story of Our Body’s
Most Underrated Organ
Giulia Enders
Illustrated by Jill Enders
978-1-77164-376-4 pbk
$19.95 CAN / $17.95 U.S.

Adventures in Memory
The Science and Secrets of
Remembering and Forgetting

Chemistry for Breakfast
The Amazing Science of
Everyday Life

Hilde Østby and Ylva Østby

Dr. Mai Thi Nguyen-Kim

978-1-77164-617-8 PBK
$22.95 CAN / $17.95 U.S. /
£13.99 U.K.

978-1-77164-748-9 HC
$29.95 CAN / $24.95 U.S. /
£16.99 U.K.
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Jason Fung, MD

Dancing Is the Best Medicine
The Science of How Moving
to a Beat Is Good for Body,
Brain, and Soul
Julia F. Christensen
and Dong-Seon Chang
978-1-77164-634-5 PBK
$24.95 CAN / $18.95 U.S. /
£12.99 U.K.

The Mind-Body Cure
Heal Your Pain, Anxiety,
and Fatigue by Controlling
Chronic Stress

The Obesity Code Cookbook
Recipes to Help You Manage
Your Insulin, Lose Weight, and
Improve Your Health
Dr. Jason Fung
978-1-77164-476-1 HC
$36.95 CAN / $28.95 U.S.

Deep Diversity
A Compassionate,
Scientific Approach to
Achieving Racial Justice
Shakil Choudhury
978-1-77164-901-8 HC
$32.95 CAN / $26.95 U.S. /
£18.99 U.K.

Menopocalypse
How I Learned to Thrive
During Menopause and
How You Can Too

Bal Pawa, MD

Amanda Thebe

978-1-77164-579-9 • PBK
$24.95 CAN / $18.95 U.S. /
£14.99 U.K.

978-1-77164-760-1 PBK
$24.95 CAN / $17.95 U.S. /
£14.99 U.K.

Highlighted Titles
Regional & Guidebooks

105 Hikes In and Around
Southwestern
British Columbia
Stephen Hui
978-1-77164-286-6 pbk
$24.95 CAN / $18.95 U.S. /
£13.99 U.K.

Geology of British Columbia
A Journey Through Time
Sydney Cannings, Richard
Cannings, and JoAnne Nelson
978-1-55365-815-3 pbk
$21.95 CAN / $21.95 U.S. /
£14.99 U.K.

109 Walks in British Columbia’s
Lower Mainland
(8th Edition)
John Halliday and Alice Purdey
978-1-77164-431-0 pbk
$21.00 CAN / $18.00 U.S.

Destination Hikes In and
Around Southwestern British
Columbia
Swimming Holes, Mountain
Peaks, Waterfalls, and More

Backpacking in Southwestern
British Columbia
The Essential Guide to
Overnight Hiking Trips

Stephen Hui

978-1-77164-668-0 PBK
$24.95 CAN / $18.95 U.S.

978-1-77164-530-0 PBK
$24.95 CAN / $18.95 U.S.

British Columbia
A Natural History of Its Origins,
Ecology, and Diversity With a
New Look at Climate Change
Richard Cannings and
Sydney Cannings
978-1-77164-073-2 pbk
$34.95 CAN / $34.95 U.S. /
£23.99 U.K.

Taryn Eyton

Prairie
A Natural History of
the Heart of North America
(Revised Edition)

Gardening With Native Plants
of the Pacific Northwest

Candace Savage

978-1-77164-506-5 pbk
$40.00 CAN

978-1-77164-594-2 PBK
$26.95 CAN / $19.95 U.S.

Best Places to Bird in
British Columbia

Best Places to Bird
in the Prairies

Best Places to Bird
in Ontario

Russell Cannings and
Richard Cannings

John Acorn, Alan Smith,
and Nicola Koper

Kenneth Burrell
and Michael Burrell

978-1-77164-166-1 PBK
$22.95 CAN / $19.95 U.S. /
£13.99 U.K.

978-1-77164-326-9 pbk
$24.95 CAN / $19.95 U.S. /
£16.99 U.K.

978-1-77164-364-1 pbk
$24.95 CAN / $19.95 u.s. /
£14.99 U.K.

Arthur R. Kruckeberg and
Linda Chalker-Scott

Trout School
Lessons From a
Fly-Fishing Master
Mark Hume and Mo Bradley
978-1-77164-416-7 pbk
$22.95 CAN / $18.95 U.S.
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CONTACTS

C A N A DA

Toronto, Southwestern & Northern Ontario

British Columbia: Islands
John Walls
Tel: 250-888-2569
bobojak@aol.com

Tel: 416-667-7791/800-565-9523

Roberta Samec
Tel: 416-461-7973/
1-855-444-0770 ext. 1
Fax: 416-461-0365

Fax: 416-667-7832/800-221-9985

rsamec@hornblowerbooks.com

Special Markets—Canada

utpbooks@utpress.utoronto.ca
san: 1151134

Toronto, Eastern Ontario & Atlantic Canada

Canada National Trade Distributor

University of Toronto Press Distribution
5201 Dufferin Street, Toronto, on,
M3H 5T8

Canadian Sales

National Accounts
Don Gorman
Tel: 250-360-0829 ext. 101
Fax: 250-386-0829
nationalsales@hgdistribution.com

Quebec
Karen Stacey
Tel: 514-704-3626/
1-855-444-0770 ext. 3
Fax: 800-596-8496
kstacey@hornblowerbooks.com
Neil MacRae
Tel: 514-217-2350/
1-855-444-0770 ext. 4
Fax: 800-596-8496
montreal@hornblowerbooks.com
Louis-Marc Simard
Tel: 514-239-3594/
1-855-444-0770 ext. 5
lmsimard@hornblowerbooks.com
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Laurie Martella
Tel: 416-461-7973/
1-855-444-0770 ext. 2
Fax: 416-461-0365
lmartella@hornblowerbooks.com

Saskatchewan & Manitoba

Many Greystone books are available for
wholesale purchase by customers outside
of the book trade through our association with the Heritage Group.

Heritage Group Distribution
Tel: 604-881-7067/800-665-3302
orders@hgdistribution.com

Rorie Bruce
Tel: 204-781-1769
Fax: 204-487-3993
rorbruce@mts.net

Alberta—Travel, Tourism, Gift
Cory Manning
Tel: 403-463-5521
Fax: 403-249-2968
cory@hgdistribution.com

British Columbia: Lower Mainland
Alberta
Heather Read
Tel: 250-532-3976
readandcobooks@gmail.com

British Columbia: Mainland
Tom Simons
Tel: 604-881-1015
tsimons@hgdistribution.com

Greystone’s books are distributed to
the book trade in Canada by University of
Toronto Press Distribution and in the U.S.
by Publishers Group West/Ingram. Select
titles are available internationally via
Ingram Publisher Services International.

CONTACTS

U N I T E D S TAT E S , T H E U. K . , A N D I N T E R N AT I O N A L

U.S. sales & Distribution

Publishers Group West/Ingram
Content Group
866-400-5351
ips@ingramcontent.com

U.S. Gift and Special Sales inquiries:
Tel: 866-400-5351

all other markets & general
international inquiries

Ingram Publisher Services International
General queries:

International rights Agents

China
Peony Literary Agency

IPS_Intlsales@ingramcontent.com

Eastern Europe

Orders: IPS_international.orders@

Livia Stoia Literary Agency

ingramcontent.com

France

International Orders

Eliane Benisti Agency

Please send orders and remittances to:

Germany

IPS_international.orders@
ingramcontent.com

Susanne Rolf

Italy, Kids list

Tel: 604-875-1550 ext. 202
jenniferg@greystonebooks.com

Ebooks are available from all major

AC2 Literary Agency

Ingram Publisher Services
International Order Information

Marketing & publicity inquiries

gift.sales@ingramcontent.com

For a complete list of U.S.
representatives, contact:
Jen Gauthier, Associate Publisher

United Kingdom, Ireland & Europe
General inquiries:

ebook distributors.

Megan Jones
megan.jones@greystonebooks.com
Tel: 604-875-1550 ext. 207

IPSUK_enquiries@ingramcontent.com

National Publicity, Canada

Ordering information:

Corina Eberle
corina.eberle@greystonebooks.com

IPS U.K.
IPSUK.orders@ingramcontent.com

Australia
Ordering information:
NewSouth Books
Tel: (02) 4390 1300
Email: adscs@alliancedist.com.au

U.K. Publicity
Fiona Brownlee
fiona@brownleedonald.com

U.S. Publicity
Richard Nash / Emily Cook
+1-347-422-6274
greystone@thinkcursor.com

rights & permissions inquiries
Andrea Damiani
Tel: 604-875-1550 ext. 201
rights@greystonebooks.com

Japan
Japan Uni Agency

Korea, Kids list
The ChoiceMaker Korea Co.

Poland
Andrew Nurnberg Associates Warsaw

Spain and Portugal
Iniciativas Empresariales Ilustrata

Turkey
Libris Agency

All other territories represented by
Greystone Books
head Office
Suite 302, 343 Railway Street
Vancouver, BC, V6A 1A4
Tel: 604-875-1550
Fax: 604-875-1556
greystonebooks.com

General Inquiries
info@greystonebooks.com
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After a summer of devastating
floods, fires, and heat waves,
understand the future of extreme
weather with the definitive book
on World Weather Attribution

From the Co-Leader of
World Weather Attribution
and a TIME 100 Most
Influential Person of 2021

FRIEDERIKE OTTO

“Is this climate change or
just bad weather? …The more
precise question to ask is this:
Did climate change alter the
severity, frequency or duration
of this [weather] event?
Increasingly, the answer is a
resounding yes. And thanks to
cutting-edge science, we’re
starting to be able to put
some numbers on it, too.”
friederike otto

for the New York Times

Angry Weather
Heat Waves, Floods,
Storms, and the New
Science of Climate Change
FRIEDERIKE OTTO
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978-1-77164-614-7 HC
$32.95 CAN / $26.95 U.S. / £18.99 U.K.

Published in partnership
with the David Suzuki Institute

For more naturally great reads visit
greystonebooks.com
@greystonebooks
Catalogue ISBN 978-1-77840-014-8

